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1.0

Heavy Water is used in pressurised heavy water reactors as
moderator and also as a coolant. The heavy water used in
the reactor gets depleted in Isotopic Purity due to the
following reasons:-

a. Heat Exchanger tube leak

b. Equipment opened up for maintenance and chemical addition
especially Hydrogen in heat transport system.

The escape is high in Primary Heat Transport system due to
high pressure and high temperature nature of the system.
Heavy water which escapes from the system in liquid/vapour
form gets collected in vapour recovery dryers containing
molecular sieves. The recovered downgraded heavy water 'rom
the dryers is processed in the upgrading plant and reused in
the reactor system.

The upgrading plant based c-̂i vacuum distillation is designed
to upgrade the down graded water received from Reactor
systems. In MAPS there are two distillation columns and
each distillation column capacity is 77.5 Te per annum of
reactor grade heavy water with average feeJ concentration of
307. IP. The stream factor for the plant is taken as
7B00hrs. The height of the tower section is designed to
get low reject IP << 0.30V. IP). The feed concentration to
this column mainly depends upon the collection from Boiler
room dryers. The toiler room dryer collection varies from
500 Kg/day to 2000 Kg/day per unit.

2.0 UPGRADING PROCESS AND ADVANTAGES.!

For separating light water from heavy water/light water
mixture, the distillation process provides the most economic
option due to the following reasons:—

Less complicated and morB reliable.
- Processing being performed in vacuum. There is no loss

by way of external leaks and therefore there is no e-Ecepe
of tritium.

- Smaller hold up in packed column leads to very short
st ar t -up t i me.
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- Lower pressure drop in packed column permits a large
number of stages.

- Low steam consumption and low steam pressure needed due
to vacuum operation.

- Lower power consumption than other processes.
- Less maintenance and trouble free operation.

3.0 AIM OF COMMISSIONING:.

The distillation column and its connecteo equipment were
carefully cleaned before installation. The column was
subsequently flooded several times with detftineralised water
and the function of the entire auxiliary equipments. and
control logics wer *.- checked. During this test run the
operating personnel had an opportunity in familiarizing
themselves with the column operation. The purpose of the
coirimi fc*i oni ng is.

- To check the completeness of the system as per the
desi gn.

- To flush the system for removing foreign particles.
- To check the logics of the system thoroughly.
- To check and calibrate tit*, capacity of tanks and to

plot the pump characteristic curves.
- To check the leak by carrying out Air hold test.
- To perform the vacuum hold test to know the system

integri ty.
- To check for the proper insulation of the plant.

4.0 PROCESS

The mixture rDntaining light water and heavy water is pumped
into the- column sump and the column put on total reflux.
This process is continued, till the liquid in the bottom
portion of the column becomes rich in Deuterium
concentration than the original mixture and the vapoui at
the top of the column becomes richer in light water than the
original mixture.

The basic physical mechanism causing this separation is. the
relative volatility of water and heavy water. Althi .igh the
relative volatility of light water and heavy water is small,
the light wc*tc»r is-, more volatile at a given pressure and
temperature- than heavy water.

Therefore, when the liquid and vapour are in equilibrium,
the water molecules tend to move to the vapour phase and the
heavy water molecules tend to move to the liquid phase. Due
to this, the heavy water mi.,., •,-cules tend to move with the
liquid to the sump and the light water molecules tend to
move with the vapour to the top of the column. Heating cf
light water and heavy water mixture takes place- s + td&
bottom ai tlir- column in a reboiler. The vapour r J i.L-b
through the- ct.lumn gets condensed at the top of the column
and the condensate descends through the column as liquid.



This helps to have good contact between vapour and liquid.
The descending liquid tends to pick up the higher boiling
point component <Dao> from the rising vapour while at the
same time gives up-lower boiling point component (light
water) to the rising vapour. The column is designed in such
a wAy to promote thorough and efficient mixing of the liquic
and vapour phases.

5.0 gQMMISSIQNlNG flGIMIIIESl

5.1 IDENIIFICAHQN OF Ibg PLANT gQUIPMiMIi

As per the design flow sheet, all the equipments, pumps,
valves and pipe lines were checked. Tagging of the valves
were carried out for easy identification. Equipment numbers
were painted.

5.2 FLUSHING Wild QENINERALISED WATERi

Al l the tanks St pipe l ines were open flushed with f i r e
water and then with Deminaralised water to remove foreign
par t ic les . Al l the strainers in the system were cleaned S<
put back.

5.3 CALIBftAIION OF IH£ IANKSI

Tanks were calibrated with Deminaralised water and
calibration curves were plotted.

5.4 COMMISSIONING OF THE PUMPS:.

All the motors were meggered and direction was checked. The
motors were then coupled with pumps and test run was carried
out. Starting/Running currents were measured and recorded.

5.5 BIB HOLD TESJ.S.

For checking the leaks in the column and its connected
equipments, air hold test was carried out with instrument
air.

5.6 VACUUM HQLD J.EST:.

Vacuum hold test was carri&d out for 24 hours and the leak
rate was. with in the allowable limit.

5.7 COMMISSIONiNR WITH LIGHT WATERi

Column was filled with demineralised water and all the
logics were checked after starting the column. The column
was operated for A days with de-mi naral i sed water «.nd the
following base line data were collected:-

1. Process watar flow - 12BM!»/hr J Pump discharge
to CD No.A l Pr. 8.5 Kg/Cma



Process water flow
to CD No.2

- 2000 L/hr. 1 Running
3- current = 72 Amps

W*t»r Timp.=34~C

2. Ch'illed water flow to
TK N o . 4
CO N o . 5
CD Mo.6
CD N o . 3
CD N o . l

- 3000
- 3500
- 400
- 400
- 400

lph
lph
Iph
lph
lph

• =

s

tm

o.l T»mp. "

5 Pump discharge
5 Pr. B.0 Kg/Cm*
y Running
y current = 12 Amps
1 »*tmr T«mp.-10-C

120 TQRR
110 TORR
56-C
70-C
68-C
12M»/hr.

Vacuum Pressure
Column Delta P
Column top temp.
Column sump temp.
F»«d evaporator EV
Reboiler flow rate
Steam pressure to Reboiler
•vapor* EVa = 1.1 Kg/cma

10. Steam flow to Reboiler
evaporator EVa = 1400 Kg/hr.

All the 14 tower sections were sampled during total reflu>.
to check the column efficiency. The results are given
below:-

Sump
Sample point TS No.l
-do- TS No. 2
-do- TS Mo. 3
-do- TS No.4 to

TS Mo.13

Sample point TS No. 14
<R»j»ct Da0>

= 640 ppm
= 200 ppm
= 120 ppm
= 75 ppm

= <50 ppiri Instruments
— were not. available

for analysing IP
below* 50 ppm at
MAPS site.

- Deuterium - The water was
free analysed at

BARC Divn.

6.0 COMMISSIONING WITH HEAVY

After draining the Light water. Instrument Air purging was
carried out and dew point was measured. Subsequently 4V. IP
of 3600 Kg. of clean heavy water was charged, plant was
started and put on total reflu>;. Samples collected after 24
hrs. showed the following results:-

Sump
TS =1
TS =:
TS =3
TS =4

15*/. IP
10V. IP
5V. IP
27. 1P

0.5X IP

TS No.5 to TS No. 14 3- <50 ppm
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Column sump IP was gradually increased to reactor grade
<from 15*/. 1. to 99.857. IP). The maximum •feed rate achieved
was 34 lph with 38'/. IP for Reactor grade operation. The
minimum reject IP was 0.25% IP.

7.8 idEBpVEMFNJS CARRIED QUI AT MA£S BISTILUAJigN. CgLUfcJNS:.-

7.1 BRAINING FACILITY EQB Ei§B EVAPORATOR I

After continuous operation, the impurities* were getting
cunutoiit r «l tiiJ in I vaporator No. 1 , which CMUWbd iu*iu\ng. The
Evaporator wattr which was having PH of 6.5 and conductivity
of 5 /"mhos/cm before start up, gradually increased to a pH
of 11 and conductivity >200 /"mhos/Cm after a period of one
month operation. There was no f a c i t l i t y fov draining th is
heavy water from EV No.1. A separate l ine was provided for
draining the evaporator into drums.

7.2 SEPARATE VACUUM PULLING LINE FOR FEED EVAPORATOR NO..!

After draining the Evaporator No.l under atmospheric
pressure i t was observed that the column vacuum was gett ing
disturbed when evaporator outlet valve connecting to any
one of the tower sections was opened. This resulted in
disturbance Of the column vacuum and Delta P across the
column. To bring the column bad; to normal operation the
column had to be put on total reflux for a minimum period of
4 hours. To prevent this disturbance, a separate l i n e of
size 5mm was connected to the vacuum system from the
evaporator. Before valving in the evaporator to the tower
section, the evaporator was evacuated to the system pressure
through th is l i ne .

7.3 RgCIRClJl AX I ON FACILITY FOR REJEQI IANKS.

While disposing uit the Reject water to Liquid Eff luent
Management Plant (LEMP), Isotopic purity had to be tal:en.
I t was obiicrved that the sample results were? not consistent.
Since there was no recirculat ion f a c i l i t y for the tanl:. A
separate 25 mm l ine was provided from pump discharge to the
reject tank for recirculat ion purpose. After th is
modification consistent isotopic purity results could be
achieved.

7.4 COLUMN SUMP CHEMISTRY CONTROLS.

During continuous operation of the plant the sump pH used t o
gradual ly reduce from PH-10 to PH-6 and t h i s resulted, i n
s l ight increase in the copper content in sump water. In
order to have better column chemistry, the dryer condensate
c o l l e c t i o n water wa» evaporated before being fed to the
d i s t i l l a t i o n column. Lithium Hydroxide was also added to
the sump inorder to maintain the sump pH at 10. Lithium
Hydroxide was preferred since i t does not poison the
packi ng.



7.5 EAlLURi OF NEOPRENE DIAPHRAGMS.!
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Diaphragms, of Reboiler pump suction, discharge, feed
evaporator outlet valves," product-valve and feed pô tnt
valves were failing frequently due to high vacuum and
temperature conditions. The diaphragms, of theeo valves wen
replaced with Teflon. The performance improved after this
change.

7.6 MODIFICATION J.Q ST.EAM CONTROL VALVE CV 266s.

As per the original design there was no provision to close
the steam control valve CV-266 to reboiler evaporator,
whenever flow in the reboiler circuit was low (eitnt-r due to
failure of pumps Or due to strainer choUe). During such low
flow conditions the evaporator was getting heated up as
there was no heavy water flow in the tube side.
Additions! logic was introduced to close CV-266 to cut off
the steam supply whenever reboiler low flow anrfunciation
appeared.

7.7 ANNUNCIATION FOR PROCESS WATER AND CHILLED WATER SYSTEM!

There was no indication (or) annunciation in the control
room for process, water and chilled water supply failure.
Henwi. if any of the above supplies faiWthe operator would
come to know only ~."ter couple of minutes from the process
water outlet temperature from CD No.4 and ne^yy water vapour
outlet temperature from CD No.5. Separate pressure switches
were provided in process water and chilled water outlet
headers and annunciation connected to control room. The
annunciation helps the operator to take manual action by way
of starting the standby pump and avoidftythe column being put
on total reflux.

7.a PRESSURE INDICATOR FOR COLUMNS.

The inadvertent closure of the diaphragm valve located
between Buffer tani: and column, was leading to higher
pressure inside the column. A pressure switch with
indicator was. provided on the column for local pressure
indication and also to provide alarm in control rooni when
the column pressure increases.

7.9 COLUMN SUMP DRAINING FACILITY:.

During the continuous operation of the column the sump
chemistry was. becoming unsatisfactory as the impurities were
getting concentrated in the sump. In order to reduce the
coi .ntrition of impurities a separate line from reboiler
p> ,p discharge- was provided with facility to drain in drums..
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This facility is being used to drain the sump water in
liquid phase.

7.10 DEMINEBALISED WAJER MAfeCE UP IQ WATER CIRCULATING IfiNl.l

As. per the original design, the tank make up line was
connected to the process water supply header. The process
water system which was dichromated could not be used
directly because the water in the circulating tank TK-4
would then require evaporation before feeding to the column.

8.0

The performance of the distillation columns at MAPS has been
very good. The column I which was commissioned in October
X985 has achieved an operating factor of 92'/. and column II
which was commissioned in 1986 has achie. an operating
factor of 9O5i.
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